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Vial 7 The Mexican and Cuban Governments have clashed over the investigatioh 

OSD | USIA | NSA | 3 conducted by Mexican police into the activities of Lee. Harvey Oswald, 

Je TUN September 26 to October 3. Mexican Foreign Minister Manuel TELLO 

announced on Nevember 28 that the Mexican Ambassador to Cuba, Gilberto 

BOSQUES, had been instructed to return es "unacceptable" the Cuban. 

Governnent's note of November 26 which had protested the action of 

Mexican police in questioning an employee of the Cuban Consulate in 

Mexico City about Oswald's reported application for a Cuban transit 

visa during his visit. ; 
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| £27 President “ennedy's suspected assassin, while he was in Mexico from 
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The Mexican press had reported previously that Mexican authorities 

were investigating Oswald's activities in cooperation with United States 

authorities, including the FBI. 

In Ee tie Donk vhal bac had charged that its Consulate's 

employee, Qefiora Silvia DURAN,\ had been detained by police on Nov- 

ember 23, held in prison until midnight; physically mistreated, and 

subjected to inaiauations, show) a "intimate relations" with 

Oswald, Tne Cuban note said@that this ‘illegal investigation corres~ 

ponded to the plan of reactionaries in the U.5. who were using 

President Kennedy's assassination to promote a war policy on the basis 

of accusations against Cuba and the Soviet Union. Alleging that’ the 

Mexican police actions had disregarded the minimum guarantees owed to 

enployeés of a consular office, the Cuban note concluded that the 

incident had damaged the friendly relations between the two countries. 
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In order to explain his decision to reject the Cuban note, WE: 

Foreign Minister Tello issued the following aae flovember 283---- 
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"%e linistry of Foreign Affairs is prepared to consider the complaint 

of the Revolutionary. Government of Cuba solely in co pail vhnich are 

pertinent and as long as it is phrased in accordance wi iplomatic norms. 

On ~& - ; 

"The terms of the note which Chancellor Rat Ys Gent, YeLgur Ambassador 

in Giba on November 26 are unacceptable and, inc esuquencs iegaseador 

Bosques has received instructions to return it. BS Gh. 
Ci Gy 
Cy 0: 

"Incidentally and for the information of public opeajony the Ministry 

points out that Sefiora Duran is a Mexican national end hercprotection~-in 

tne event that she should have needed it or should need it--as guarenteed 

by Mexican law." . 

"3y virtue of this same nationality, the fact that Sefiora Duran js 

employed by the Cuban consulate neither confers upon her diplow.tic 

immunities or privileges, nor removes her from the jurisdiction of the 

competent Mexican authorities." 

Tne exchange. was.one of the most acrid on record between the two Govern- 

ments since Castro came to power, and there has also been a sharp reaction 

among public groups in ilexico. Under the headline "AL1 Sectors Applaud 

The Decision," the newspaper Ultimes Noticias, for example, quoted a number 

of spoxesmen as strongly backing the Mexican position and declaring irately 

that tre "bosses of the firing squad" had nothing to teach Mexicans about 

individual guarantees. Nevertheless, it is not believed that either 

Governzent will consider it in its best interest at this time--barring, 

of course, further developments of a similar nature--to press this issue 

toa point where relations would be seriously damaged or a break in 

relations would be considered likely. 
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For the Ambassador: 

‘ 

‘ Robert W. Adams 
Counselor of ‘#mbassy 
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